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Overall

I A masterpiece

I Impossible to summarize in 20mn

I If I had to write a referee report, I would ask zillions of
questions about some details of the analysis ...

I ... and without doubt I would get at least two good answers
for each of my questions.

I Let me not do it but rather raise 4 points

1. The missing deflation puzzle
2. The cyclical movement of TFP
3. The ηs
4. The I dot
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

I Taken from some explorations I did with Paul Beaudry and
that Giorgio knows well (more about this later)

I Take the textbook New Phillips curve

πt = βEtπt+1 + κỹt + ut

I Assume that the output gap is AR(1) with persistence ρ.

πt =
κ

1− βρ
ỹt + ut

I Assume that there are no cost-push shocks u

I Assume that HP filtered output well measures output gap

I Note: this holds for any monetary policy rule
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

Table 1: Baseline calibration of the New Phillips Curve

β σ φ α θ ε
0.99 1 1 1/3 2/3 6

I θ = 2
3 corresponds to a mean price duration of 3 quarters.

I ρ = 0.85 from HP filtered GDP series over the period
1947-2012.
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

Figure 1: Predicted inflation with an AR(1) model for output gap
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

Figure 2: Predicted inflation with an AR(1) model, output gap = y − tfp
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

Figure 3: Predicted inflation with an AR(1) model, output gap = h
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

I Take the textbook New Phillips curve

πt = βEtπt+1 + κỹt + ut

I Assume now that the output gap is AR(2) :

ỹt = ρ1ỹt−1 + ρ2ỹt−2 + εt

I Solve to obtain

πt =
κ

1− βρ1 − β2ρ2
ỹt +

κβρ2
1− βρ1 − β2ρ2

ỹt−1 + ut
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

Figure 4: Predicted inflation with an AR(2) model for output gap
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

Figure 5: Predicted inflation with an AR(1) model for output gap and 7
quarters of price rigidity
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

I Things are not that simple of course

I Giorgio wrote a very nice comment on the above exercice that
we did with Paul Beaudry for the 2013 NBER macro annual

I He is using a fully-fledged DSGE model with price and wage
rigidities
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

Figure 6: Inflation in Giorgio’s fully fledge model
DISCUSSION OF “NON-INFLATIONARY DEMAND DRIVEN BUSINESS CYCLES” 9
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Actual inflation
Predicted (basic NK)
Predicted (DSGE model)

Figure 2.3. Actual inflation (percentage change in the GDP deflator), and
predictions of the basic NK model (summarized by equation (2.2)) and the
DSGE model with price and wage rigidities of section 2.2. All three series
have been demeaned.

try to evaluate whether the excess stability of inflation in these two episodes might be due

to non-inflationary demand shocks, as suggested by BP, or to other factors.

3. The Main Conclusion of BP

In this section, I examine the main conclusion of BP, i.e. that “non-inflationary demand

driven business cycles” are easiest to explain by abandoning the representative agent frame-

work, and by instead assuming imperfect mobility of the factors of production across sectors

and incomplete insurance markets. I will argue that non-inflationary business cycles—to

the extent that they are a prevalent feature of the data—may remain difficult to explain,

especially if we require the BP model to be consistent with available proxies of real marginal

costs.

The main ingredient of the model proposed by BP is the assumption that labor is not

freely mobile across the two sectors of the economy—the consumption and the investment
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1. The Missing Deflation Puzzle

I I am guessing that during the Great Recession, the model
estimation reveals a negative technological shock

I (sorry if I am wrong, I should have asked Giorgio before)

I Is that reasonable?
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

I In a NK setting, a useful way to avoid (counterfactual)
deflation in the Great Recession is to assume a negative TFP
shock

I Is that what we see in the data?
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

Figure 7: TFPs - This paper
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Notes: Linear trend from 2001Q1−2008Q2 (dashed−dotted). Forecast 2008Q3 and beyond based on linear trend (dotted).
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Figure 5: Measures of Total Factor Productivity (TFP): 2001 to 2013
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I “Note that, with one exception, (i) TFP is below its pre-2008
trend during the Great Recession, and (ii) it remains well
below its pre-2008 trend all the way up to the end of our data
set.”

I With one exception, TFP went down during the G.R.
18 / 40
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

I Is that convincing?

I Let me do an experiment

I Let me show 5 different objects and make a statement
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

Figure 8: An experiment
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

Figure 8: An experiment

I “Note that, with one exception, humans are more that 2
meters tall.”

I Google: 2 meters = 6.56167979 feet (6 feet 47/64 inches) ???
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

Figure 9: TFPs - This paper
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Figure 5: Measures of Total Factor Productivity (TFP): 2001 to 2013
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I “Note that, with one exception, (i) TFP is below its pre-2008
trend during the Great Recession, and (ii) it remains well
below its pre-2008 trend all the way up to the end of our data
set.”

I With one exception, TFP went down during the G.R.
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

I We have to correcting TFP measurement for factor utilisation
I In a one factor (labor) world:

× Y = A× L
× P = active population (assumed to be fixed)
× Shall we measure productivity as

Y

L
= A

× or
Y

P
= A

L

P

× If L is procyclical for non-A shocks, then (measured)
productivity-output correlation is biased upwards.
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

I There is no difference (in theory) with capital utilization:

× Y = AF (uK , L)
× u = utilization rate of capital
× If u is procyclical for non-A shocks, then (measured)

productivity-output correlation is biased upwards.

I Does the correction make a difference?
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

Figure 10: Corrected and Uncorrected TFP
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

Figure 11: TFP, Output and Hours
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

Figure 12: TFP-GDP correlation
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

Figure 13: TFP-GDP correlation
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

Figure 14: TFP-GDP correlation
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2. The Cyclical Movements of TFP

I Is u badly measured?

× perhaps
× more than efficient hours?
× manufacturing vs services
× OK to weight dow u fluctuations: û  kû with 0 < k < 1
× Why going down to k = 0?

I and indeed, CET use a model with variable capacity
utilization.
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3. The Irruption of the η’s

I A lot of ηs are introduced to guarantee BGP

×
CH
t = ηHt (1− Lt)

1−αc (Lt − lt)
αc − ηLt F

×
Yjt = kα

jt (zthjt)
1−α − ηφt φ

×
ηκt κ = Jt

×
Ut = ηDt Dt + Ũt

× etc...

I but they do have cyclical variations

I

ηt = (IST γ
t−1TFPt−1)θη1−θ

t−1

I θ is estimated to be .115
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3. The Irruption of the η’s

Figure 15: Cyclical variations of the ηs for the TFP shock
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3. The Irruption of the η’s

I The ηs actually move quite a lot at high frequencies

I It makes it difficult to isolate the effect of the 4 forcing
processes
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4. The I dot

I A key feature of the model is that adjustment costs are on the
change if investment, not on the change of capital

I Two questions

× Is that supported by the data?
× Is that crucial?
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4. The I dot

I Is that supported by the data?

× Not really from my reading of Groth, C., and H. Khan (2007):
“Investment adjustment costs: evidence from UK and US
industries”, Bank of England working papers 332, Bank of
England.

× But I may not be aware of some other micro evidence

I Is that crucial?

× I need to work on it
× What I know from a careful reading of Jaimovich and Rebelo

“News” model is that it does (big time) in that model.
× Somer results are reversed if one replaces I dot adjustment

costs by K dit adjustment costs
× Which of course does not mean that it is wrong.
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To Conclude

I A masterpiece
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